Abstract. We observe that the anisotropic variants of Hp interpolate by the real method in the usual manner. Using this fact we show that the corresponding fractional Riesz potentials and related operators perform an embedding in Hp,p > 0, analogous to the one for U,p > 1. We also state a theorem concerning the mapping properties of /-» h •/, where A is in B¿-°°, which hold only for a restricted range of/».
0. Introduction. Let {At)t>0 be a continuous group of linear transformations on R" with infinitesimal generator a, A, = t" = exp(a log t). A tempered distribution,/, on R" is in Hp'q, 0</><oo,0<<7<oo,if and only if sup,>0|<i>, * f(x)\ is in Lp-q, where <b is in §, f<¡> =é 0, <b,(x) = t~y<b(A ~xx) and y is the trace of a.
In the case that a is the identity matrix it is known that (//>»*>, H>«> ),,,-Hf, j = -^ + y, 0<9<l,0<q<co, where (•, • )Bq denotes the interpolation space by the Lions-Peetre method.
In this note we observe that this result holds for all a satisfying <[ax, x/ > <x, x>, where < -, • > denotes the usual inner product in R". Using this fact we show that the corresponding fractional Riesz potential and related operators perform an embedding in H£,p > 0, analogous to the one for Lp,p > 1. In §3 we state a theorem concerning the mapping properties of the transformation/-» k */, where k is in Bx,co, which hold only for a restricted range of PConcerning complex interpolation of the Hp spaces, some results have been announced in [1] .
I wish to thank Nestor Riviere for suggesting the problem and encouraging me to write it up.
In this paper all functions are complex valued and all integrals are over R" unless denoted otherwise. As is customary, the symbol C will be used generically to denote constants appearing in certain estimates and need not be the same at different occurrences.
1. Preliminaries. Let {A,}t>0 be a continuous group of linear transformations on R" with infinitesimal generator a, At -ta = exp(a log t). We assume that a satisfies {ax, x> > <x, x> for all x E R", where < •, • > denotes the usual inner product. If x ¥= 0, let p(x) denote the unique positive number t such that \A~xx\ = 1, p(0) = 0. It follows that the function x->p(x) is continuous on R", is in Cco(Rn \ {0}), and satisfies
where y is the trace of a, <o" is the area of {x: |x| = 1}, and if A is a measurable set then \A\ denotes its volume, p is called the a metric and B(x, d) = {y: p(x -y) < d). For more details concerning this metric see
[2], [7] , and [12] .
Given a function $ on R", m,a<p, <p,, and 77,°*<p are defined by m,atp(x) = 4>(A,x), ¿>,(x) = t~y<t>(A ~xx), and m°*<j>(x) = <p(A*x) where a* and A* are the adjoints of a &ndA" respectively. For a tempered distribution/, rnff is defined by <w,°/, <i>> = </, t~ymt"-i4>) for <p E S, where </, <p> denotes the distribution / acting on <f>. mff is defined analogously. / is said to be homogeneous of degree a with respect to a, -oo<a<oo,if 77// = t"f. D = (Dx,... ,Dn) is the usual differential operator D¡ = 9/3x,, 1 = 1,...,«. If A is a linear transformation with matrix (a¡j) with respect to the usual coordinate system in R", then AD is the differential operator with components (AD)¡ = "2j.xa¡jDj, i = 1,... ,zz. ®m AD is the tensor of rank m whose components we index by vm = (z,,... ,im), i} ■» 1,... ,n, and ((£>m AD)Vm = (AD)i ... (AD)¡ . Given a tensor, T, of rank m whose components, Tr , are numbers, we define the norm of T, \\T\\, by the formula ||F||=maxj7;j.
We list several facts which can be easily verified by direct computation. In the case that a is the identity, this result is contained in [5] . The equivalence of (1.5) and (1.6) is contained in [2, Theorem 2.4]. The proof that (1.6) implies (1.7) is completely analogous to the case when a is the identity (see [5, p. 185]) and we will not repeat it here. The fact that (1.7) implies (1.5) is obvious.
Given a tempered distribution,/, we say that/is in Hp'q if and only if/+ is in Lp,q and H/H^m = ||/+||lm where Lp,q is the usual Lorentz space. (See [11] for a nice exposition of Lorentz spaces.) Note that Hg* = Hg.
As pointed out in [5] and apparent in [4] , f* is useful for obtaining estimates of ff (x) (1) They arepairwise disjoint and ß = UfLxB (x¡, 2d¡). Lemma 1 is a generalization of the Whitney covering lemma and is a consequence of well-known facts concerning Vitali families in [9, Theorem 2.1]. The construction of the desired covering can be found in the proof of Lemma 1 of [7] . Analogous lemmas have been used by several authors (e.g. see [3] ). (ii) ¡P(x)bi(x) dx = Ofor all polynomials of degree < N. (iii) ||A,||^ < CIBj\f*(x)\p dx and, hence, \\bs\\pH¡ < Cja\f*(x)\" dx. This is essentially the main result of [4] in the case that a is the identity. The proof in our case is the same, mutatis mutandis.
As in [4] , an immediate consequence of Lemma 2 is an interpolation theorem for Hp'q spaces by the real method. (See [6] for the basic definitions, properties, and consequences.) Theorem 2. For 0 < p0 < oo, 0 < 9 < 1, and 0 < q < oo, (77*°, 7.°°)fli? = 77™ where l/p = (1 -9)/p0.
Using reiteration (see [6] ) we get the following Corollary. Suppose 9,p¡, and q¡ satisfy 0 < 9 < 1, and 0 < p, < oo, 0 < q, < oo, z = 0,1. 77z<?zz (H™; H™%" = H™ where l/p = (1 -9)/p0 + 9/px and 0 < q < oo.
2. Estimates for Riesz potentials of order a. The Riesz potential operator of order a, -oo < a < oo, is the transformation /-> Ra *f where Ra(¡í) = Pt(Q~a and p^ is the a* metric. From (1.4) it follows that if 0 < a < y then Ra is in LXoc n CM(i" \ {0}) and homogeneous of degree a -y with respect to a. Using (1.2), it follows that (<8>m A*(x)D)Ra(x) enjoys the same properties and, hence, ||(®m A*(x)D)Ra(x)\\ < Cp(x)a~y for m = 0, 1,2,..., where C is a constant which depends only on m. The above inequality allows us to obtain Hp estimates for Ra * f. Lemma 3. Suppose K E 7^ n CX(R" \ {0}) and for some a, 0 < a < y, Inequalities (2.4) and (2.5) imply that \x: sup|ä;*/(jc)| >2/j < Ct oo where C is a constant independent of/, Hi = 1. Since Lemma 3 follows from the last equality, this completes its proof.
As a consequence of Lemma 3 and Theorem 2 we have Theorem 3. Let f be a distribution in 77*, 0 < p < y/a, and let K and 4* be as in Lemma 3. Then K * F = limt^0K * t//e * / exists in the sense of distributions, is independent of the choice of t//, and is in Hq, l/p -l/q = a/y. Furthermore, the mapping f '-* K * / is bounded from Hp into Hq, l/p -l/q = a/YIn the case a is the identity and K(x) = |x|a~", a variant of Theorem 3 seems to be known. See [8, p. 50 ].
3. Remarks. To avoid introducing more notation, we consider the case where a is the identity matrix. In this case 77* = 77*.
Recall the defintions of space BMO and the homogeneous Besov spaces Bp'q, 1 < p < oo, 1 < q < oo, and -oo < a < oo. It is well known that the Theorem 4. Suppose K E B^, a > 0, and f is a distribution in £*, l/p < 1 + a/n. Then K*f= lim(!_>0.)._>ooA'* ¿>er */ exists in the sense of distributions, is independent of the choice of<¡>, and is intq, l/p -l/q = a/n. Furthermore, the mapping f-* K*fis bounded from £* into £?, l/p -l/q = a/n.
(Note that if K satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3 then Kis in Bx,oa. Also observe that it follows from the arguments below that analogous results hold iorÄ:EF*'°0,p> 1.) Theorem 4 is well known in the case that l/p < 1 (see [10] ) and follows by duality for 1 < l/p < 1 + a/n. In fact, if (£*, &) denotes the class of translation invariant continuous linear operators mapping £* into £? then, with a slight abuse of notation, B¿>«> c (77*, 77') C (BMO, 5a00-») c (L00, 5«00-00) = BXm, where l/p = 1 + a/n.
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The reason the duality argument fails in the case that l/p > 1 + a/n is, of course, the fact that &, I/o > 1, is not a Banach space. To see that Theorem 4 cannot be extended to the case l/p > 1 + a/n, consider the case n = 1, l/p > 1 + a, and l/q = l/p -a. Let / and g be C°° functions with support in the interval [-tj, yrj] and define K by the formula K(x) = 2"_,m~1/<7g(x + m). Clearly K E Bx,cc and, if sufficiently many moments of/are zero,/is in Hp. Moreover, if neither/nor g are identically zero, \\K*A\l>\\K*A\l=\\2*A\lï ¿-«>-
